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Adult coloring books by Jade Summer are the perfect way toÃ‚Â relieve stress,Ã‚Â aid relaxation,

and discover your inner-artist.Ã‚Â Every coloring page will transport you into aÃ‚Â world of your

ownÃ‚Â where your responsibilities will seem to fade awayÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ AboutÃ‚Â Jade Summer Jade

SummerÃ‚Â is a brandÃ‚Â owned byÃ‚Â Fritzen Publishing LLC.Ã‚Â Our team's mission is

toÃ‚Â help people release their inner-artistÃ‚Â andÃ‚Â enjoy healthier livesÃ‚Â withÃ‚Â reduced

stress. Join OurÃ‚Â CommunityÃ¢â‚¬Â¨View completed coloring pagesÃ‚Â made byÃ‚Â fans

across the world andÃ‚Â share your own creations.Ã‚Â Jade SummerÃ‚Â books are

aÃ‚Â gateway to anÃ‚Â active and friendlyÃ‚Â communityÃ‚Â of fellow colorists. Single-sided

Coloring PagesÃ¢â‚¬Â¨Each image is printed on aÃ‚Â black-backedÃ‚Â page toÃ‚Â reduce

bleed-through. Two Copies of Every Image Enjoy coloring your favorite images a second time, color

with a friend, or have an extra copy in case you make a mistake. This book contains 25 unique

images. Includes FREE Digital Version As a special bonus, you can download a PDF and print your

favorite images to color again. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and

make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Start Coloring, and Relax...

Scroll to the top of the page and click the buy button.
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The designs in this book are of interior designs of rooms. They are not a montage of design

elements but instead show you the full look of the room. While they are interior designs, they are



more than that. The designs are inside settings that appear to be a lived in and functional room

within a house. I have other interior design books which focus on the elements of design. This book

shows the function of the room. The designs show a good range of traditional, contemporary and

modern rooms. The rooms are from all areas of the house: living rooms, bedrooms, dining rooms,

kitchens and many other specialized areas (playroom, study, etc.)The designs are very detailed and

some contained intricate and small areas to color. I suggest using color medium with a very small

point for these elements. I don't think that crayons can be sharpened to as fine a point as needed. I

like ultra-fine points.While you can have access to .PDFs when you purchase this book, my review

is based on the book as it is received from . That way you will know what the pages look like and

how they accept color. I like that the publisher provides the digital version as well so you can choose

the paper you wish to use and/or to color the pictures as many times as you choose.This is what I

found while coloring in this book and testing the paper with my coloring medium:25 Designs x 2

each (total of 50 pages) based on full room interior designsPaper is typical of CreateSpace: white,

thin, slightly rough and non-perforated. The back of the page is printed black.The designs do not

merge into the binding. There is a heavy framing line at the outer edges of the design to give the

project a more finished look, especially for framing. There is a slight shadowing effect to the framing

line which gives the image an almost 3D effect.Glue Binding (there is room to cut the pages out if

you choose to do so.)Though you cannot see the bleed-through easily due to the back of the page

being printed in black, I recommend the use of a blotter page when working in this book. I use a

page of card stock or several sheets of heavyweight paper under my working page. It keeps

seeping ink and marring dents from ruining the pages below.Alcohol-based markers bleed through

the page quickly.Water-based markers bleed through in spots.Gel pens and India ink pens leave

shadows on back of the page. India ink can bleed through if you apply heavily or multiple

coats.Coloring Pencils work well with this paper. I found that I could layers the same color for

deeper pigment or multiple colors and I could blend easily using a blending stick. I tested both oil

and wax based pencils. I also found that hard lead pencils leave dents through the paper.

The pages in Interior Designs are detailed in such a way as to be rewarding and relaxing to color.

(Not so detailed as to be overwhelming. I just prefer pages that are not busy and repetitive.) The

pages have a wonderful realistic detail to them, yet can still be enjoyed by children. There are two

copies of each page, and upon confirmed purchase, you will receive a code so that you may get a

free digital copy to download. Which is a fabulous offer especially if the ladies and girls (and men or

boys of course) in your family enjoy spending time with each other coloring, talking and laughing!



Which we do and there are a lot of us. Each page in the book its self-has a black backing, that I

honestly had never seen before. However, I find that I like it, as it gives a certain elegance to the

feel of the pages and it seems to enhance the color of the pages when you color them. I am very

pleased with this item as are the other coloring addicted folks in my family. We will happily be

purchasing more Adult Coloring books from Jade Summer/.

So-So coloring book. The pages are very thin and sort of rough which can make coloring with

anything other than crayons difficult. I usually like to use colored pencils, but I had to be very careful

not to press to hard or the paper would rip. There are much better adult coloring books out there.

The reason I have given this 3 stars is that there are numerous repeat pages of the same pictures to

color, I would say at least half dozen.

A good book to let your imagination run away with different concepts on interior designs.This should

give someone ideas on how they would like tosee there home decorated with color and style.

Really love this book. i felt like an interior decorator! You will really enjoy this one! Pictures are

repeated and you can see how you would do it differently.

I love to go in houses that are for sale and just look at the rooms. This coloring book is going to be

so much fun to color. Can't wait to get to get started.

Nice book. I haven't had time to color but is nice for the money. I enjoy Jade Summers' Books. She

has a large variety of books of different catagories
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